“Materialise Streamline is the central critical component of our Rapid Prototyping Lab’s operations. The digital infrastructure we have created ensures Streamline has automated our entire workflow, while vastly diminishing our file-related activities. Materialise Streamline has brought a level of efficiency and consistency to our processes which has allowed our operations to become extremely productive.”

Harleigh Dorcus, Rapid Prototyping Manager at Nike

“Benefit from our range of 3D printing software and services, built on decades of AM experience and which together form the backbone of 3D printing technologies.”

“Click Here To Learn More”

**Optimize your designs**

- 60% weight reduction

**Automate your workflow**

- 80% of file errors repaired automatically
- 50% of requests processed online
- 50% reduced lead time for quality checkables to testing

**Build job creation**

- 5.8 min vs 2.48

**Machine control and steering**

- 100% open platform

**Control your quality**

- 5000 build images processed in 3 minutes
- <15 min to check for build errors instead of 8 hrs

**Manage production**

- 50% of requests processed online
- 50% of requests processed online
- 50% reduced lead time for quote requests

“Automatic Streamline is the central critical component of the Nike Rapid Prototyping Lab’s operations. The digital infrastructure we have created ensures Streamline has automated our entire workflow, while vastly diminishing our file-related activities. Materialise Streamline has brought a level of efficiency and consistency to our processes which has allowed our operations to become extremely productive.”

Harleigh Dorcus, Rapid Prototyping Manager at Nike

**Autoamte support generation**

- 20% of parts time based on data preparation
- <3 min to generate support
- 50% material saved